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Data Monetization: Unleashing Economic Value of Your Data 

Workshop Objectives / Participant Learning Outcomes:
• Understand how your organization can become more effective at leveraging data and 

analytics to power the business
• Learn Value Engineering framework that drives organizational alignment around business 

outcomes
• Understand the importance of basic economic concepts to identify the sources of value 

creation
• Understand how data science and advanced analytics (AI / ML) can uncover and codify 

sources customer, product, and operational value.
• Understand how design thinking can fuel ideation and drive organizational alignment.
• Learn hands-on techniques for creating your organization’s data monetization strategy.
• Understand the roles of AI/ML and Team Empowerment to create a continuously 

learning and adapting culture.
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Day 1: Data Monetization Workshop Agenda

• “Thinking Like a Data Scientist” Methodology

• “Thinking Like a Data Scientist” Glossary & Templates

• Techniques for Understanding How Organizations Create “Value”

• Chipotle Case Study

• TLADS Step 1: Identify & Triage Target Business Initiative

• TLADS Step 2: Identify Key Business Stakeholders

• TLADS Step 3: Identify & Understand Key Business Entities
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Business Initiative

Stakeholders

Decisions & KPIs (Use Cases)

Analytic Assets

Data & Instrumentation

Architecture & Technology

Data Science Value Engineering Framework
The Value Engineering Framework decomposes an organization’s Strategic Business Initiative into its 
supporting business components (stakeholders, use cases) and data and analytics requirements
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Thinking Like a Data Scientist Glossary

• Charter or Mission is why an organization exists.  For example, the mission for The Walt Disney Company is to be “one 
of the world’s leading producers and providers of entertainment.”

• Business Objectives describe what an organization expects to accomplish over the next 1 to 3 years.  The Business 
Objectives for The Disney Company might include MagicBand introduction, launch “Avengers: Black Widow” movie 
and launch the new Disney World “Star Wars: Rise of the Resistance” attraction.

• Business Initiative is a cross-functional effort typically 9-12 months in duration, with well-defined business metrics, 
that supports the organization’s business objectives.  For The Disney Company example, it might be to “leverage the 
MagicBand to increase guest satisfaction by 15%” or “leverage the MagicBand increase attendance at Class B 
attractions by 10%.”

• Business Stakeholders are those business users or business functions (Sales, Marketing, Finance, Logistics, Customer 
Services, etc.) that either impact or are impacted by the targeted business initiative.  It is from these users that we will 
identify and prioritize the key decisions necessary to support the targeted business initiative.

1 of 4
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• Business Entities are the physical entities (e.g., customers, products, employees, students, patients, trucks, wind 
turbines, jet engines) around which organizations seek to uncover or quantify analytic insights. The Disney Company 
key business entities could include guests, talent, rides, shows and operators.

• Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) are quantifiable measures used to evaluate the progress and success of a Business 
Initiative.  The Disney Company KPI’s could be “Number of Guests per Day”, “Average Guest Spend per Visit”, “Average 
Length of Stay”, and ”Percentage of Guests Staying at Disney Lodging”.

• Variables are used to predict Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s).  To predict “Guest Spend per Visit” for The Disney 
Company, relevant variables could include “Guest Income Level”, “Number of Guests per Party”, “Number of years 
Disney Club Member”, and “Number of Dependents under 18”.

• Decisions are defined as a conclusion or resolution reached after analysis that leads to action. Decisions typically 
address what to do, when to do it, who does it, and where to do it.  For The Disney Company example, “Offer 
FastPass+ to these guests for these attractions at this time of the day”.

Thinking Like a Data Scientist Glossary
2 of 4
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• Use Case is cluster or aggregation of Decisions around a common KPI in support of targeted business initiative. The 
Disney Company use cases supporting the “Increase Class B Attraction Attendance” Business Initiative could include:  

• Improve Class A to Class B attraction cross-promotional effectiveness by X%
• Increase Class B attraction utilization using FastPass+ by X%
• Increase FastPass+ promotional effectiveness by time-of-day by X%

• Analytic Score is a dynamic rating standardized to aid in comparisons, performance tracking, and decision-making.  
Scores help to predict likelihood of certain actions or outcomes.  The Disney Company score might be a “Customer 
Retention Score” that measures the likelihood of a particular guest returning to the park.

• Analytic Profiles are asset models that standardize the collection, application, reuse, and refinement of the predicted 
propensities for the organization’s key Business Entities at the individual (human or device/thing) level.  The Analytic 
Profiles for The Disney Company could include guests, talent, rides, shows, attractions and operators.

• Recommendations are a suggestion as to best course of action put forward by a prescriptive analytic model.  For The 
Disney Company this could include recommendations about to whom to award FastPass+ access, how many FastPass+ 
accesses, to what attractions, and at what time of the day.

Thinking Like a Data Scientist Glossary
3 of 4
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• Supervised Machine Learning uses labeled datasets (known outcomes) to train algorithms that can predict expected 
outcomes. As labeled input data is fed into the model, the model adjusts its weights across the model variables until 
the model has been fitted appropriately using an optimization routine to minimize the loss or error function.  
Regression modeling is a common Supervised Machine Learning algorithm.

• Unsupervised Machine Learning learns trends, patterns, and relationships from unlabeled data (unknown outcomes).  
Unsupervised Machine Learning algorithms discover trends, patterns, and relationships buried in the data. Clustering 
is a common Unsupervised Machine Learning algorithm.

• Deep Learning uses neural networks to learn from massive, unstructured big data (audio, images, text, speech, video, 
waves) to classify patterns and relationships using a deep hierarchy of layers, with each layer solving different pieces 
of a complex problem.

• Reinforcement Learning uses intelligent agents to take actions in a known environment and is rewarded for good 
decisions and punished for bad decisions.  This system of rewards and punishments strengthens the connections to 
eventually make the “right” moves without programmers explicitly programming the rules.

Thinking Like a Data Scientist Glossary
4 of 4
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Techniques for Understanding 
How Organizations Create 

“Value”
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How Do Organizations Create “Value”?

Increase Sales / 
Revenues

Decrease Costs 
/ Expenses

Optimize Asset 
Utilization

Reduce Regulatory 
/ Compliance Risks

Increase 
Customer 

Satisfaction

Reduce 
Environmental 

Impact

Improve Operational 
Effectiveness

Improve 
Employee 

Satisfaction

Improve Social / 
Diversity 
Impact

“Value”

• Expand your definition of “value” to be more inclusive and drive innovation

• Leverage value creation models (Michael Porter Value Chain Analysis and Five Forces 
Analysis) to understand how your organization creates “value”
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Michael Porter’s Value Chain Analytics

Primary Activities
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Source: Michael E. Porter "Competitive Strategy: Techniques for Analyzing Industries and Competitors” 1980

Value Chain is a set of activities, and their interconnections, that an organization performs to 
create value for its customers
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Michael Porter’s Value Chain Analysis
� Inbound Logistics - identification, sourcing, procurement, and supplier management of the “raw 

materials” that comprise the final product or service

� Operations - engineering, inventory management, and manufacturing of the final product

� Outbound Logistics - logistics and distribution of the final product and service

� Marketing and Sales - marketing, merchandising, promotions, advertising, sales, and channel 
management to get completed product and service to the customer

� Service - support and maintenance of products and services after they are delivered to the 
customer

� Procurement - procurement of maintenance, repair, and operations material

� Technology Development - information and other operational technologies

� Human Resource Management – personnel recruiting, hiring, development, firing

� Infrastructure - physical infrastructure such as buildings, offices, and warehouses
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Michael Porter’s Five Forces Analysis

Supplier Power
• Brand reputation

• Geographical coverage

• Product/service quality

• Customer relationships

• Bidding capabilities

New Market Entrants
• Entry ease/barriers

• Geographical factors

• Incumbents' resistance

• New entrant strategy

• Routes to market

Competitive Rivalry
• Number and size of firms

• Industry size and trends

• Fixed v. variable cost bases

• Product/service ranges

• Differentiation, strategy

Product/Technology
• Alternatives - price/quality

• Market distribution changes

• Fashions and trends

• Legislative effects

Buying Power
• Buyer choice

• Buyers size/number

• Change cost/frequency

• Product/service importance

• Volumes, JIT scheduling

Michael E. Porter "Competitive Strategy: Techniques for Analyzing Industries and Competitors” 1980

But where is “Customer Power”?

Porter's Five Forces Framework assesses an organization’s economics against five competitive 
forces that determine the competitive intensity and potential profitability of an industry
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Michael Porter’s Five Forces Analysis
� Competitive Rivalry - number and size of firms competing in the industry, overall industry size, key 

industry trends and directions, fixed versus variable cost basis across the industry, range of products 

and services offered, and strategies for driving competitive differentiation

� Supplier Power - supplier brand reputation, supplier geographical coverage, quality of products and 

services, depth of key customer relationships, and ability to bid on a wide range of products and 

services

� Buyer Power - buyer choice and preferences, number and size of buyers, switching frequency and 

related switching costs, importance of the product and/or service to the buyer’s product value and 

differentiation, volume discounts and just-in-time scheduling, and products and services availability.

� Product and Technology Developments - pricing and quality of alternative products and services, 

vulnerability to market distribution and sourcing changes, fashion trends, impact of legislative and 

government actions, and compliance risks

� New Market Entrants - barriers to entry, geographical and cultural factors, depth and resilience of 

incumbent positioning, financial and strategic feasibility for new entrants, and difficulty to establish a 

maintainable presence in the market.
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AI Utility 

Function

Defining the AI Utility Function

Financial Value including Return on 
Investment (ROI), Net Present Value 
(NPV), Shareholder Value, capital 
availability, Gross National Product

Operational Value including 
reliability, predictability, 
repeatability, stability, safety, 
and scalability

Environment Value including 
improving energy efficiency, 

recycling and sustainability while 
reducing carbon footprint

Societal Value including improving quality 
of life & healthcare, access to clean air and 

water, job creation, education availability

Customer Value including enjoyment, 
satisfaction, likelihood to recommend 
(LTR), net promoter score (NPS), 
sentiment, quality, safety, fairness

OperationalFi
na

nc
ia

l

CustomerSociety
Environment

Spiritual Value including 
doing good, giving back, 

mentoring, harmony, 
solemn, belief, devotion, 

ethics Spiritual

AI model’s preferences for possible outcomes or KPIs can be captured by a function that maps these outcomes to 
a utility value; the higher the utility value, the more the AI model weights that outcome
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TLADS Step 1:
Identify & Triage Business 

Initiative
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Who is Chipotle?
Chipotle Mexican Grill, Inc., often known simply as Chipotle, is an American chain of fast casual 

restaurants that specialize in tacos and burritos that are made to order in front of the customer from 

locally-sourced, organic (healthy) ingredients.  Chipotle has restaurants in the United States, United 

Kingdom, Canada, Germany, and France.
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What’s Important to Chipotle?

Chipotle Business Initiatives
ü Build people culture that attracts and 

empowers top performers
ü Grow revenues (up 20.3%) opening 

new stores (opened 183)
ü Increase comparable restaurant 

sales growth (7.1%)
ü Marketing building Chipotle brand 

and engaging with our customers



Step 1: Identify and Triage Targeted Business Initiative
Business Initiative: 

KPIs:  

Template 1 of 6

Ideal
Outcomes

Failure
Ramifications

Benefits Potential Impediments
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Step 1: Identify and Triage Targeted Business Initiative
Business Initiative: 

KPIs:  

Template 1 of 6

Ideal
Outcomes

Failure
Ramifications

Benefits Potential Impediments
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What are the KPIs or metrics 
against which business 

initiative progress and success 
will be measured?

What is the targeted 
Business Initiative?

What are the Ideal 
Outcomes from this 
business initiative?

What are the Benefits from 
the business initiative: 

financial, customer, 
product, operational, 

environmental, societal?

What are the Potential 
Impediments to successful 
execution of the business 

initiative?

What are the Ramifications 
of the Failure of this 
business initiative?



Step 1: Identify and Triage Targeted Business Initiative
Business Initiative: 

KPIs:  

Template 1 of 6

Ideal
Outcomes

Failure
Ramifications

Benefits Potential Impediments
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Chipotle:  Increase “Same Store Sales” by 7.1% over the next 12 months

Average Sales per Visit, Store Traffic per Hour / Day, Sales per Employee, Average Line Wait Time, % On-line Cart 

Abandonment, % of Mobile Orders, Positive Social Media Mentions, Likelihood to Recommend, Table Turns, % of 

supplies locally-sourced, % compostable Waste, % Recyclable Waste

• Increase store sales and profitability

• Increase customer satisfaction and social media mentions

• Reduce carbon footprint

• Increase % of locally-supplied ingredients

• Increase employee satisfaction

• Increase diversity of workforce

• Increase in store sales and profitability drives more promotional 

opportunities for employees

• Increase in store sales and profitability increases co-opt marketing 

funds

• Increase in organic, locally-supplied food supplies stays true to 

Chipotle’s mission

• Reduction in carbon waste (and increase in compostable and 

recyclable waste) stays true to Chipotle’s mission

• Can’t find enough locally-sourced organic food suppliers

• Can’t hire enough skilled people to support store sales and 

profitability goals

• Local competitors are more appealing or price competitive to the 

local demographics

• Dearth of successful new product introductions

• Pricing pressure from suppliers

• Limited promotional opportunities for employees and employees quit

• Lay employees off, reduce working hours, reduce salaries, reduce employee and management bonuses

• Close the store
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Team Exercises Step 1:  
Identify & Understand Target Business Initiative
• Go to your assigned Mural work room

• Complete Step 1 using Template 1

• Spend 10-15 minutes collaborating (using digital Post It notes) to complete Step 1

• Refer to the Chipotle Use Case handout for clarification

• Contact me to join your room if your team has questions

• Pick 2 teams to share their results at the end of Step 1
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TLADS Step 2:
Identify & Understand 

Stakeholders
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Steps 2 & 3: Identify and Understand Stakeholders and Business Entities

(2) Stakeholders
Who are the key stakeholders who impact or are impacted by business 
initiative and why is initiative important to them?

(3) Business Entities
What are the business initiative’s key Business Entities (human or 
device/thing) and what insights would we want to know about each?

Business Initiative: 

Template 2 of 6
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Steps 2 & 3: Identify and Understand Stakeholders and Business Entities

(2) Stakeholders
Who are the key stakeholders who impact or are impacted by business 
initiative and why is initiative important to them?

(3) Business Entities
What are the business initiative’s key Business Entities (human or 
device/thing) and what insights would we want to know about each?

Business Initiative: 

Template 2 of 6
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Directions
Step 2: Identify Stakeholders who either 
impact or are impacted by the targeted 
business initiative
• Document “Why is this initiative important 

to the Stakeholders?” as you complete this 
template

• Optional: Create Persona for each different 
stakeholder



Steps 2 & 3: Identify and Understand Stakeholders and Business Entities

(2) Stakeholders
Who are the key stakeholders who impact or are impacted by business 
initiative and why is initiative important to them?

(3) Business Entities
What are the business initiative’s key Business Entities (human or 
device/thing) and what insights would we want to know about each?

Business Initiative: 

Template 2 of 6
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Customers: interested in an enjoyable experience in getting a 
high-quality product quickly at a fair price. They want to eat 
healthy while helping the environment.

Store Manager: interested in meeting monthly and quarterly 
performance numbers, getting their bonuses, and getting 
promoted.

Field Marketing: interested in running successful events that 
reflect their own creativity.  Many are seeking promotions.

Corporate Marketing: interested in executing marketing 
campaigns that deliver ROI, leads, and customer satisfaction

Procurement: interested in the predictability of locally sourcing 
high-quality food ingredients at a fair price

Logistics: is interested in ensuring the locally sourced products 
reach the stores at the right time and in perfect condition

Chipotle:  Increase “Same Store Sales” by 7.1% over the next 12 months
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Team Exercises Step 2:  
Identify Key Stakeholders
• Go to your assigned Mural work room

• Complete Step 2 using Template 2

• Spend 10-15 minutes collaborating (using digital Post It notes) to complete Step 2

• Refer to the Chipotle Use Case handout for clarification

• Contact me to join your room if your team has questions

• Pick 2 teams to share their results at the end of Step 2
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TLADS Step 3:
Identify & Understand 

Business Entities
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Nanoeconomics: Transitioning from Averages to Propensities
Nanoeconomics is economic theory of individual entity (human or device) predicted propensities

PROPENSITIES

TENDENCIESINCLINATIONS

PREFERENCES

BEHAVIORS

INTERESTS

PASSIONS

ASSOCIATIONS

AFFILIATIONS

BIASES

AFFINITIES

TASTES

You Don’t Monetize the Volume of Data; You Monetize the Granularity
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Bill Schmarzo
Chipotle Analytic Profile

NCE 
Score Var Trend

Demographic segments 3.2 92 1.85 ▲

Behavioral segments 3.1 67 3.25 ▼

Loyalty Index 2.0 82 2.25 ▲

Frequency Index 1.0 65 1.90 ▼

Recency Index 1.0 92 1.89 ▼

Lifetime Value Calc 1.0 99 1.05 ▲

Event Propensity 1.0 14 1.74

Promotion Propensity 1.1 02 1.15

Advocacy Propensity 2.1 08 1.20
Attrition Propensity 1.2 09 1.25

Non-traditional Data
• Social Media Posts
• Home Value
• Employment history
• Job Change Frequency
• Job Change Recency
• Industry certifications
• Industry awards
• Social Media Connections
• Education degrees
• Rank of college
• College donations
• Volunteer activities
• Parking tickets

Traditional Data
• Purchases
• Product Preferences
• Add-on Preferences
• Drink Preferences
• Visit Frequency
• Visit Recency
• Visit Monetary
• Market Basket
• Group Size
• Coupons
• Consumer Comments
• Store Manager Notes

Capture Business Entities (predicted) propensities into Analytic Profiles in order to reuse and fine-tune 

those propensities across multiple use cases

Business Entities = Analytic Profiles
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Nanoeconomics: Transitioning from Averages to Propensities
Nanoeconomics is economic theory of individual entity (human or device) predicted propensities

You Don’t Monetize the Volume of Data; You Monetize the Granularity

PROPENSITIES

TENDENCIESINCLINATIONS

PREFERENCES

BEHAVIORS

INTERESTS

PASSIONS

ASSOCIATIONS

AFFILIATIONS

BIASES

AFFINITIES

TASTES
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Modeling & Simulations
- Predicted Mean Time To Failure
- Predicted Mean Time Between Failures
- Predicted Mean Time Between 

Replacement
- Predicted MTBF w/ Scheduled 

Replacement
- Predicted End of Life

Predictive Propensities
- Remaining Useful Life
- Predicted Next Repair Date
- Ease-of-Maintenance score
- Maintenance severity score
- Reliability score
- Obsolesce score
- Serviceability score
- Maximum Yield score

Descriptive Data
- Name and GUID
- Avatar Class/Type
- Groupings and Relationships
- Permissions and ACLs
- Versioning and Lineage
- Software and firmware versions

Data Management Rules
- Data Location and Routing
- Data Tiering/Retention Rules
- Data Quality Rules

Performance History
- Current Values and Status
- KPIs with Thresholds
- Hierarchies and Dependencies
- Related Actuators

Analytic Profile (Digital Twin) Example: Wind Turbine 32:02:7SW

Digital Twin
Descriptive Data

Predictive Propensities

Modeling & Simulations

Performance History

Analytic Profiles codify, share, re-use and continuously-refine the predicted propensities, patterns, trends and 
relationships for the organization’s key human and device assets
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Digital Twins: IOT (Asset) Monetization Platform

Predictive 
Maintenance

Asset 
Utilization

Load 
Balancing

Supply Chain
Optimization

Scheduling 
Optimization

Cyber
Security

Inventory
Optimization

Safety & 
Security

Performance
Optimization

Quality
Assurance

Digital Twin
Descriptive Data

Predictive Behaviors
Modeling & Simulations

Performance History

Business Entities are the physical entities (customers, employees, students, patients, products, trucks, wind 
turbines) around which an organizations seeks to uncover or quantify analytic insights (predicted propensities)



Steps 2 & 3: Identify and Understand Stakeholders and Business Entities

(2) Stakeholders
Who are the key stakeholders who impact or are impacted by business 
initiative and why is initiative important to them?

(3) Business Entities
What are the business initiative’s key Business Entities (human or 
device/thing) and what insights would we want to know about each?

Business Initiative: 

Template 2 of 6
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Customers: interested in an enjoyable experience in getting a 
high-quality product quickly at a fair price. They want to eat 
healthy while helping the environment.

Store Manager: interested in meeting monthly and quarterly 
performance numbers, getting their bonuses, and getting 
promoted.

Field Marketing: interested in running successful events that 
reflect their own creativity.  Many are seeking promotions.

Corporate Marketing: interested in executing marketing 
campaigns that deliver ROI, leads, and customer satisfaction

Procurement: interested in the predictability of locally sourcing 
high-quality food ingredients at a fair price

Logistics: is interested in ensuring the locally sourced products 
reach the stores at the right time and in perfect condition

Chipotle:  Increase “Same Store Sales” by 7.1% over the next 12 months

Directions
Step 3: Identify the Business Entities (human or 
device) around which we will capture the 
entity’s predicted propensities or behaviors
• Document “What analytic insights would we 

want to know about each Business Entity in 
respect  to the Business Initiative?”



Steps 2 & 3: Identify and Understand Stakeholders and Business Entities

(2) Stakeholders
Who are the key stakeholders who impact or are impacted by business 
initiative and why is initiative important to them?

(3) Business Entities
What are the business initiative’s key Business Entities (human or 
device/thing) and what insights would we want to know about each?

Business Initiative: 

Template 2 of 6
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Customers: interested in an enjoyable experience in getting a 
high-quality product quickly at a fair price. They want to eat 
healthy while helping the environment.

Store Manager: interested in meeting monthly and quarterly 
performance numbers, getting their bonuses, and getting 
promoted.

Field Marketing: interested in running successful events that 
reflect their own creativity.  Many are seeking promotions.

Corporate Marketing: interested in executing marketing 
campaigns that deliver ROI, leads, and customer satisfaction

Procurement: interested in the predictability of locally sourcing 
high-quality food ingredients at a fair price

Logistics: is interested in ensuring the locally sourced products 
reach the stores at the right time and in perfect condition

Customers:  Insights such as products, locations, time of day, 
frequency, recency, ordering method

Stores: Insights such as location, store traffic patterns, local 
demographics, nearby local venues and schools, product 
preferences, nearby transportation

Local Events: Insights such as dates, times, type of event, age 
of participants

Competitors: Insights such as location, size of store, remodel 
date, products, price points, customer demographics

Employees: Insights such as years employed, performance 
ratings, wages history, demographics, education level, 
income levels, training certifications

Suppliers: Insights such as financial history, supplier 
performance ratings, product quality, delivery reliability\

Chipotle:  Increase “Same Store Sales” by 7.1% over the next 12 months
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Team Exercises Step 3:  
Identify Entities / Assets
• Go to your assigned Mural work room

• Complete Step 3 using Template 2

• Spend 10-15 minutes collaborating (using digital Post It notes) to complete Step 3

• Refer to the Chipotle Use Case handout for clarification

• Contact me to join your room if your team has questions

• Pick 2 teams to share their results at the end of Step 3
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• I still believe that shareholder value must be 
linked to creating value for a company’s people, 
value for its customers and—perhaps now more 
than ever—value for the communities it serves.”

• …by providing each customer a unique Starbucks 
Experience. The Starbucks Experience is built 

upon superior customer service as well as clean 

and well-maintained company-operated stores
that reflect the personalities of the communities 

in which they operate, thereby building a high 

degree of customer loyalty.

Starbucks: What are Business Entities?

Starbucks 2011 Annual Report

Business Entities are the physical entities (customers, employees, students, patients, products, 
trucks, wind turbines) around which organizations seek to uncover or quantify analytic insights. 
Starbuck’s business entities include customers, products, employees and Stores
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What insights (predicted propensities) might we want about Starbucks’ Stores?

� Which stores are my most profitable?  Which stores are visited most often (repeat visits) by “gold 

card” customers?

� Are there stores that draw best during mornings, lunches, or afternoons so that we could 

optimize labor scheduling and inventory costs?

� Which stores drive traffic to other stores, especially within a store cluster?  What could I do to 

drive more traffic to those “hub” stores?

� Is there any correlation between higher margin products and market baskets, and specific stores 

and store clusters?

� Is there any correlation between “gold card” customer satisfaction and certain stores?

� Which of our stores supports the most customer advocates?  Which of stores are under- and 

over-performing with respect to advocacy development?

Starbucks: Understanding Your Business Entities
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Starbucks:  Understanding Your Business Entities’ Strategy
Business Entity: Stores
� Dominate local markets with store clustering strategy

– Clustering stores in one area helped Starbucks quickly achieve market 
dominance, one in specific part of town at a time

– Clustering reduces company’s delivery, management and inventory costs, 
shortens customer waiting lines and increase overall traffic

� Provide comfortable, rewarding store experience

– “Starbucks Reinvents the Store Experience to Speak to the Heart and Soul of 
Local Communities”

� Use word of mouth to minimize advertising spend

– “Starbucks spends less than 1% of its annual revenues on advertising, versus 
the typical 10% of most other retailers”

� Use stores as avenue to drive local philanthropic efforts

– Support and champion local charitable efforts, hiring and employee 
development

Starbucks Store Clustering 
Strategy
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Recap Day 1: Data Monetization Workshop

• Introduce the “Thinking Like a Data Scientist” Methodology

• Review “Thinking Like a Data Scientist” Glossary & Templates

• Techniques for Understanding How Organizations Create “Value”

• Introduce Chipotle Case Study

• TLADS Step 1: Identify & Triage Target Business Initiative

• TLADS Step 2: Identify Key Business Stakeholders

• TLADS Step 3: Identify & Understand Key Business Entities
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Bill Schmarzo
v Author, Professor, Innovator, Corporate Advisor – Data Science & Data Monetization
v Former Chief Innovation Officer and Chief Technology Officer
v University San Francisco School of Management, Executive Fellow
v Honorary Professor, National University of Ireland-Galway
v Adjunct Professor, Menlo College

Books
v Big Data
v Big Data MBA
v The Art of Thinking Like a Data Scientist
v The Economics of Data, Analytics, and Digital Transformation

Contact me!
v Email: schmarzo@yahoo.com
v LinkedIn: Schmarzo
v Twitter: @schmarzo

Q&A!

mailto:schmarzo@yahoo.com

